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A Theorem on the Relative Norm of an Idéal

By Ladislas Fuchs in Budapest

From the theory of the algebraic numbers it is well known that for the
norm of an idéal the foliowing theorem holds*) :

Supposing that a is an idéal in an over-field of degree n of the field of the

rational numbers, and (<%!,..., ocn) is a basis of a and (co1,..., o>n) is that
of the unit idéal o with respect to the rational integers, then2)

OC (i) oc (n)

OC
(1)

OC
(n)

N(a)2
co (1) 0)\

denoting by N(a) the norm of et defined3) as the number of the classes in-
congruent mod a.

In the présent paper we intend to give the proof of an entirely anal-

ogous theorem on the relative norm of an idéal.
The proof in whole generality présents difficultés and complications

which do not arise in the case of the rational numbers. Namely, in the
gênerai case the ideals may hâve their basis containing éléments in number

more than the degree n of the over-field, and therefore, the basis-
elements of the unit idéal and those of the over-field are différent ones.
Essentially, however, the method of Hilbert4) will be applied even to the
gênerai case, but in a far-reaching generality.

In demonstrating the truth of the generalized theorem stated at the
end of the présent paper the first step is the introduction of the ideals
9îe(a). Now we hâve to take into account that the ideals $Rj(o) need not
be necessarily equal to the unit idéal ; this would be the case only if the
basis of o would be at the same time a basis of the over-field, so e. g.
in the case of the rational numbers.

x) See Hecke[1], theorem 76, p. 98; Hilbert [1], § 7, theorem 19; Landau[1], theorem 103,

p. 31. The works referred to are given at the end of the présent paper.
2) a(*) dénote the conjugates of a. The square of the déterminant w i standing on

the right side of the équation is called the discriminant of the over-field.
8) The définition of the ideal-norm is due to Dedekind, see Dedekind [1], p. 564.

4) See Hilbert [1].
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Then, for the sake of brief expressibility the définition of an array-
ideal of n columns and of more than or just n rows is given. The notion
of the array-ideal can be considered as a generalization of a principal idéal
with a déterminant as basis to the case if the ring is not a principal-ideal-
ring.

After thèse we shall discuss the product of the ideals 9tj (a) and give
a représentation of it as an array-ideal 5R(a) made up of coefficients
determined by the basis of a. This représentation is of much importance,

for it involves the possibility of the proof of ~, [ 9Jl(a) depending
W(0)

on a, but neither on the basis of a nor on that of the over-field.
The foliowing step is to give for 9Jt(ct) in a certain sensé similar

représentation to that of N(a) in the quoted theorem ; namely, SUl(a) willbe
proved to be expressible as the quotient of two array-ideals made up of
the conjugates of the basis-elements of a and o. After proving that tyfl (a)
and the Hilbertian relative norm Sft(a) hâve the same norm, we shall
justify the identity of SDl(a) and 31 (a) by showing that 91 (a) is a
multiple of 9Jt(û). And this will complète the proof.

Be the fondamental domain Z a five-axioms-ring5), i. e., a ring in
which the principal theorem of the theory of ideals holds : every idéal 31

other than (0) is the product of uniquely determined prime-ideal-powers.
It is further assumed that the residue-class-ring 27/?t [31 différent from
(0)] consists only of a finite number of éléments6).

We shall dénote by Q the quotient-field of S and by P a separable
algebraic over-field of degree n of Q. Let further F be the ring of the
intégral éléments of P with respect to 27. The principal theorem of the
theory of ideals holds, of course, even in F.

In the field P there exist n linearly independent éléments,

such that every élément of P can be uniquely expressed as a linear com-
bination of co^- with coefficients in Q, i. e., in the form7)

5) E. Noether proved (see her paper [1]) that the principal theorem of the theory of
ideals is équivalent to five axioms: 1) the maximal condition, 2) the minimal condition
3) the existence of a unit élément, 4) deficiency of divisors of zéro, 5) the ring being
integrally-closed in its quotient-field. Ail of thèse axioms will be made use.

6) The number of the éléments of Ej% will be called as usual the (absolute) norm of %.

7) See Waerden [1], p. 107.
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The System cot is said to be a basis of P with respect to Q. Although the
order of the basis-elements is irrelevant, we shall speak about an ordered
basis of P understanding a set of basis-elements given together with their
order.

Consider ail the éléments of an idéal a which are of the type

i
<* — E ri °>i (1 < Z < n ; rt s Q)

The lih coefficients re form an idéal of E, which will be denoted by
9lj(a). Indeed8), the différence of two rl9 and the product of an rx with
an élément of E belong also to the set of the rl, further there exists in E
an élément d differing from 0 such that the éléments of d • 5Rj (a) are al-
ready contained in E9).

That a =£ (0) implies 9î2(a) =£ (0) we wish to prove immediately. The
field P has certainly an élément co of the form

i
co E k<»i («,4= 0)

An élément g ^ 0 of E and an élément a ^ 0 of a can always be chosen
to be gco in F10) and a in E respectively ; thus agco is contained in a,
i. e., a has an élément oc of the form

i

where agtl ^0, E having no divisor of zéro. This means, 5Rj(a) has a

non-vanishing élément, which proves the statement.
The above process shows that any idéal a in F has n corresponding

ideals in E, namely

none of which is equal to (0). In particular, the ideals corresponding to
the unit idéal o are 5R1(o),..., 9îw(o). The ideals 9îf(a) are uniquely
determined by the idéal a and by the ordered basis of P at the same time.

8) The yii(a) are not necessarily intégral ideals. — We hâve only to prove that
is a module with a finite basis; see Hecke [1], p. 113 and also Waerden [2], p. 91.

9) The proof of the existence of such a d runs by a similar reasoning to that of e. g.
Waerden [2], pp. 80—81 ; take for instance d A2 (coj,..., mn) | m\) \2.

10) See Waerden [2], p. 80.
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We observe that b 0(a) implies

This remark need not be proved, because it is from the construction
évident. As a conséquence of this we get the congruence

»,(û) 0(91,(0)) (1)

holding for any idéal a of F.
Without restricting the generality we may assume that the ideals

9îj(o) are intégral. This case being simply a matter of convenience can
be reached by a suitable choosing of a>l9..., eon. Then, for every a,
9îj(a) are also intégral.

Now remember the well-known fact that any idéal a of F has a basis

consisting of the éléments of the type11)

(2)

rMn

Every élément a of a is linearly expressible by means of thèse basis-
elements with coefficients in 27, i. e., oc is of the form

M

In conséquence of the définition of 9tn (û), the basis-elements of 9tn (a)
are evidently r/Xn_1+1>WJ.. .,%„ that is to say,

u) For the statement in this gênerai form, cf. Waerd-en [2], pp. 75—76; in the spécial
case if E is the principal-ideal-ring of the rational integers, see also Hecke [1], p. 41 and
Landau [1], p. 30; [2], p. 117.
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We hâve similarly

etc., finally
n-l)

Before going to examine the product of the ideals 9lx (a),..., 9ln (a),
we define the notion of an array-ideal ; this will simplify somewhat our
statements.

The idéal, the basis-elements of which are ail the déterminants of
order n exhibited by the matrix

ana12 aln
a21 a22 a2n

aNl aN2 a*

will be called an array-ideal and denoted by two parenthèses: {{avi)).
We shall deal only with array-ideals consisting of n columns and of at
least n rows.

Now, it is easy to show that any basis-element of 5R1(a).. .9tn(<l) ean
be found among the basis-elements of the array-ideal

(3)

'Ml rM2 rMn

made up of the coefficients of cot. in (2). In fact, the basis-elements of
$R1(a).. .SRn(û) are just the déterminants of order n having their first
row among the rows 1,..., /m1 their second row among the rows

fix + 1,... > fJL2, etc., finally, their nth row among the rows iin_x + 1,...,M
of the matrix of the array-ideal 5R(û). Moreover, we can state the
foliowing theorem.

3 Commentarii Mathematici Helvetici



Theorem 1. The array-ideal 91 (û) is equal to the product 9tx(a).. .9tn(a).
It will elearly be sufficient to prove that any basis-element of the

array-ideal in question is contained in 9^ (a)... 9în (a).
Now assume that every déterminant of order #c — 1 containing only

éléments of the last #c — 1 columns of the matrix of the array-ideal
9î(a) is an élément of the idéal 9tn_K+2(û).. .9în(a), i. e.,

• • • 'v

rPK~i, n - *+ 2

anyhow the subscripts px,..., pK_t are chosen from 1,..., M. We hâve
this statement in the case of k 2 quite clear. Be

ril9n-K + l • • • riltn

any déterminant consisting of éléments occuring in the last k columns of
the matrix in question and let the éléments xQ be chosen to satisfy the
following system of homogeneous linear équations

(4)

The xQ will be more specified later.
Now we hâve to take into account that in

a, och xx <* in

the coefficients of o>n_AC+2>- • •> °>n are zéros, therefore, by définition, the
coefficient of con_K+1 is an élément of 9în_K+1 (û) :

rht «_*+!#! 0

From the above system of équations for xq we obtain as solution the
ratio

xx:... :xK=z B1:... : RK

Rq being the first minor in R belonging to r^|W_K+i.
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The ideals Rq of E may be taken to satisfy the conditions

A) RX:...;RK &t :... : RK
and

B) (R1,...,StK) (l)=D •

Let further © ^ (0) be subject to the postulâtes12)

II) for one and hence for allq: (&Rq is a principal idéal, © • $tq (xQ).

Thèse xq satisfy the équations (4), so, from the hypothesis of Rq being
contained in 9ln_K.+2(û).. .5Rn(ct), on using (5) we easily see that

RQ'rh^K+1x1+-.-+ Rq-riKtn_K+1xK 0 (5Rn_K+1(û).. .»w(û)) (6)

Remember that the equality
Rqxq, xq-Rq,

holds by giving q and qf any values out of 1,..., k Thus we may write

xq{R1rhtn_K+1 + • • • + RKriKtn_K+1) xqR 0 (9în^

involving that also

©..8= (a*,...,ag-.R 0 (5RB_K+1(a)...3ln

Now recall that © was chosen to hâve no common divisor with
îtn-K+i (a).. .5Rn(a), therefore the last congruence requires

This complètes the proof of theorem 1.

We pass now to the proof of

Theorem 2. Supposing that

n

^=I^o)i {[*> 1,..., M

is a ftasis of the idéal a ; the array-ideal

r

is independent of the basis of a.

12) See Waerden [2], p. 90.
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Indeed, employ

(a =!,...,£; <
as a basis of a in place of oc^ and use the familiar fact that the two Systems

&„ and <%* are related by such linear équations :

M n M

Therefore
Se,op ' fii ' ai •

A basis-element of the array-ideal 9î*(a) is evidently13)

M M

rcri n

rann

M ilf

caxl ' ' • cani

• ' • TMn

the summation being extended over ail possible combinations of the
subscripts fi. The déterminants

offer just the basis-elements of 5R(a), consequently, the basis-elements
of 9t*(a) are contained in 91 (et), i. e.,

18) Cf. G. Kowalewski, Determinantentheorie, p. 72.
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Changing the rôles of 9t*(ct) and 91 (a), the same reasoning shows that
also

»(a)=0(»*(a))

The two last congruences give together the equality

91 (a) 9t*(a) q. e. d.

Combining the theorems 1 and 2 we hâve the resuit that any array-
ideal 9î(a) is just equal to the idealproduct 9l1(a).. .9tn(ct). In parti-
cular, denoting by

n
n S? Q n\ (11 1 AT • Q c O\Ov — J>. ovi 0)^ \V —- 1 j. IV Oy^ c «Itf

a basis of the unit idéal o, the array-ideal

is always equal to ^ (o)... 5Rn (o).
Next we introduce another System of linearly independent basis-

elements,
co,

in place of eo1?.. con, and dénote by 9t;(a) the array-ideal correspond-
ingto 91 (a).

The two Systems of basis-elements are connected by the équations

n

(Oj ==: y*, O4 • co 4 \t —— 1 7t *% bu s Lt!)

where the déterminant

dififersfromO14).

bn bln

14) If the éléments œ'j are a permutation of œit then there exist also équations of tbis
kind and the déterminant 6 is equal to 1 or to —1.
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Since the basis-éléments of a are of the form

n

% JS r'pj ^j

and at the same time of the form

we hâve

Thus a basis-element of 91' (a) is

bn...bnl

bm ¦¦¦ bnn

in other words, every basis-element of yV(a) is 6-times the corresponding
basis-element of 9î(a). Hence we find

Theorem 3. The idéal
91(0)

dépend on the field-basis coj but

only on the idéal a.

Indeed, it follows from the above that

91'(a) 9t(û)-6 91 (a)
"" 9l(o) '

b differing from 0.
In particular, if coj is a permutation of co^, then the déterminant 6 is

equal either to 1 or to — 1 ; both cases détermine entirely the same
array-ideals, i. e., 91 (a) is independent of the order of the basis-elements
of thefield P.

It should be observed that m\ [ is already an intégral idéal. This is

an obvious conséquence of the congruence (1).

The idéal ^) depending only on the idéal a but neither on the basis
91(0)

of a nor on that of the field P will be denoted by 9Jt(û).
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In order to deduce another représentation of 9Jt(a), let us consider the
array-ideal ^(1) (n)

0*

••• «

This is an idéal in a Galois-over-field of Q containing P. A basis-element
of a* is

n- n I

(î> • • • ««

where the déterminant

is différent from 0 because of w1)..., con being linearly independent.
Hence we infer that

a* « (a) •

and similarly the array-ideal 15)

o.(î> m (i)

0*

is equal to

0) f»

16) We make a point of the interesting fact that the square of o* is already an idéal of
£ and in the case of algebraie numbers it is just equal to the relative discriminant of P
with respect to SI (cf. footnote2)). For the définition of the relative discriminant see
Hilbert [1], § 14.
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In connection with the preceding theorem, we are led to formulate the
foliowing theorem.

a*
Theorem à. The idéal 2R(a) —^- being the quotient of two array-

ideals dépends orily on the idéal a.

Next we pass to the proof of

Theorem â16). The norm of a in F is equal to that of 9Jt(a) in E:

n(a) N

Consider the set of the éléments of the residue-elass-ring 27/9^ (et) > this
can be regarded as a set of éléments of E, no two of which are congruent
mod9îj(û), but every élément of E is congruent with one of them
mod %(a). [We remember that it was assumed that in 27/5Rj(û) there
exist éléments only in a finite number.]

Let st e E dénote the éléments of the residue-class-ring 27/9tj (ci),
which are 0 (5Rj(o)). An élément

i
ffi J£ *ik œK (*ik e Q)

of F may be taken to be subjected to the postulate sn sl. Take
further to every sl one at of this type and fix them. If

n

0= E <*i and fl' X \

are two éléments of F, then from the congruence

i. e.,

0 - P E («, - <# V <«c«>K + («„ -<) o>n 0(o)
1=1 K=l

it is not difficult to conclude that sn srn ; indeed, by définition

and sn and 5^ are éléments of the residue-class-ring EjçHin(a). Thusfor
the corresponding an and a'n also equality holds : on — dn. Proceeding

16) The ideal-norm will be denoted in E by N and in F by n.
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in this way, we obtain successively an_x afn_x,. • • > finally we arrive at
gx o[. Therefore /? /?'. This means, no two différent of the éléments

n
of the form J£ (Xj are congruent mod a.

n
On the other hand, if rj J£ 6zcoj is an élément of /*, then 6n

O(9în(o)) involves that 6n is congruent with an sn mod5Rw(o)J say,

bn 5*(5Rn(û))

and so evidently for cr* corresponding to «s* we get

Similarly, putting 6^_j s*_1(5Rn_1(a)) we hâve

-<£-,-<£=
and likewise let us continue until this process cornes to an end. As resuit

1=2°* (û)

is obtained, which establishes that each élément of F is congruent with
n

one and only one of the éléments of the type £ at. The finite number of

the différent st is evidently

N(%{a)) (%(a)\
n(%(o)) 191,(0) r

thus the norm of a is equal to the product of N1 m
M *This leads us

\ Wi \°) I
to the resuit

n(a) nNy^i(p) J ^ \5r](o). .5RJO) / ^ \"W(ôr/ '

that is to say,
q.e.d17).

17 The proved theorem also involves that the residue-class-ring JT/a contains but a
finite number of éléments.
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Since the same relation

is true also for the Hilbertian relative nonn of a defined as the product of
its conjugates

we hâve got the relation

In order to prove the equality of 9JI (a) and 91 (a), let us take such
éléments ^ and «2 in a that their norms18)

n («j) <x(î»... «(J> and n («,) «<J>... <x™

could be considered as a basis of the relative norm

31 (a) (n(«!),!»(«,)) •

The idéal a* contains both the array-ideal19)

«<«...«<;> • o* n(<*1)-o*

18 There is no difficulty in extending the proof of the corresponding theorem on absolute
norm given in JSilbert [1] (theorem 21) to our case: be axe 91 (a) and choose a2 so that

(-*)-¦

(aj, n(a2)) -

then also

Hence

is implied.

19) If a is an élément of a, then ail ofaolf.. .,aoN are in a, hence (al9..., a^
is a basis of a, provided (c^,..., a^) is a basis too. Therefore, the array-ideal a* made

up of the conjugates of ax,..., aM, a ox,..., a oN is equal to û*. Among the basis-elements

of 5*, however, the basis-elements of ((a(i^ o^)) occur; this means, ((a^o^)) is con-

tained in a*, indeed.
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and the array-ideal

<}> «« „<)

] (2n) ¦ o* n(«a)-o*«Ç ¦ ¦ ¦ «(2n) ¦ o* n(«a)-o*

Therefore 91 (û) (n^), nH) is a multiple of SU (a)

Now remember that 501 (a) and 91 (û) hâve the same nonn, so the
equality of 2R(û) and 91 (a) is necessarily implied :

aR(a) 9l(a)

To sum up our results, we hâve proved :

Theorem 6. The relative norm of an idéal a is the quotient of the array-
ideals a* ((«{?) and o* ((of) ):

«M - f •

(Eingegangen den 10. Februar 1947.)
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